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The Past
Preceded by proceedings of thermology symposia [1,2]
organised by the Ludwig Boltzman Research Unit for
Physical Diagnostics, the first issue of Thermology international,
was published in May 1991. The journals name was at that
time “Thermologie Österreich”, cooperating publishers were the
Austrian Society of Thermology and the Ludwig Boltzman
Research Unit for Physical Diagnostics. 100 copies of the
first issue have been printed, most of them have been
distributed to the participants of the 4th Thermological
Symposium of the Austrian Thermology Society. In the
newly founded journal, this meeting was well documented
by abstracts [3] and full versions of talks [4] presented at
this and previous symposia [5].

Already in 1993, Thermologie Österreich became the official
publication organ of the European Association of Thermo-
logy, changed its name in 1997 to “European Journal of
Thermology” and finally in 1999 to Thermology international .
The historical development of the journal was described at
the 23rd Thermological Symposium of the Austrian
Society od Thermology [6]. I want to update the citation
history reported in 2010.

Meanwhile Thermology international (all former names
included) received 176 citations in Thompsons database
ISI. . Figure 1 shows the annual numbers of citations
received. Most cited paper with 29 hits is a tutorial that
describes conditions, equipment and indications for infra
red thermal imaging in medicine [7]. In my own archive,
paper was cited in total 109 times including journals, books
and theses.

In my own archive, 204 cited papers (65 for Thermologie
Österreich, 17 for the European Journal of Thermology, 121 for
Thermology international) received in total 867 citations. The
second rank in most cited papers is by James Mercer &
Louis d Weerd on the effect of Infrared-A irradiation on
skin temperature and skin blood flow [8].

The Future
As the production of one printed issue of the journal costs
about 2200.- Euro, the current issue, number 4 of volume
22, 2012, is the last one which appears in print. From 2013
on, Thermology international will be published as an elec-
tronic internet based journal. This will reduce cost of
production and allows to publish colour images or videos
without extra costs.

This change of production will not affect the journal´s
function as publication organ of the American Academy
of Thermology, the Brazilian Society of Thermology, the
Polish Society of Thermology and the UK Thermography
Association (Thermology Group). As the Austrian Society
of Thermology will stop all activities by the end of 2012,
the European Association of Thermology will remain the
only responsible publisher.

Authors interested to publish their work may submitt their
papers to the editors email address KAmmer1950@aol.com.
Decision on acceptance with or without amendments will
be available within 4 weeks after submission

From 2013 the journal will only be available from the
website of the journal at http//www.uhlen.at/ thermo-
logy-international. Access to the journal will only be pos-
sible after the EAT membership fee or the subscription rate
have been paid. A pay-per-view service for current and back
issues of the journal, also a facility for online subscription,
both based on PayPal will become available.

Finally, the long announced DVD containing all issues of
Thermologie Österreich, European Journal of Thermo-
logy and Thermology international plus the proceedings
of the 1st and 2nd Thermological Symposum of the
Austrian Society of Thermology, the proceedings the Bath
conference 1994 [8] and all 3 volumes of the computed list
of papers on thermology and temperature measurement
[9,10,11] will become available by December 2012. This
archive of thermology papers can be purchased for
100.-Euro.Pleaseuse theorder formonpage164of this issue.
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Figure 1
Annual citations for Thermology international
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